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KUWAIT: Last year’s sharp decline in oil
prices has exposed the vulnerability of
Oman’s economy. With one of the high-
est breakeven oil prices in the GCC,
Oman is likely to see a sizeable fiscal
deficit this year and the next. Despite
this, Oman is expected to avoid deep
cuts in spending in the near term, choos-
ing to maintain a supportive fiscal stance.
The government can comfortably
finance deficits in the near term thanks
to its sovereign wealth fund, strong cred-
it standing, and low debt levels.

Real GDP is expected to grow by
4.5% in 2015 and 3.8% in 2016, driven by
a healthy non-oil performance and pick
up in oil production. With lower oil prices
highlighting the need to diversify the
economy, authorities are keen to stick to
their ambitious projects pipeline. As a
result, project spending is expected to
remain accommodative, which is seen
supporting non-oil growth in the near
term.

Fiscal pressures persist but in-line with
expectations

Oman sunk into fiscal deficit in 2014
and is expected to record a larger one in
2015.Recent preliminary public finance
data from the National Center for
Statistics and Information estimated
Oman’s deficit to have reached OMR 1.8
billion post transfers in 1H15, almost 70%
of its full year 2015 target of OMR 2.5 bil-
lion. At this pace, the deficit is expected
to exceed the official target. Our expecta-
tions are for a deficit closer to OMR 5 bil-
lion, or 20% of GDP, in 2015. 

NBK estimates 
Oil and gas revenue, which roughly

accounts for 85% of total revenue, came
in 36.3% lower year-on-year in 1H15.
Omani crude averaged $54.7 per barrel
for the first nine months of the year,
according to the Dubai mercantile
exchange, almost half its value for the
same period a year ago. It has yet to
recover from its decline in late 2014 and
remains well below its estimated
breakeven price of $95 and the official
budget projection of $75 for 2015. We
expect the Omani oil price to continue
to average $55 per barrel for 2015 and
in 2016.

Current expenditures were little
changed in 1H15, reflecting the sticki-
ness of government spending, notably
the difficulty of cutting popular spend-
ing items such as wages and salaries or
household transfers. Civil ministry
expenses, which include wages paid to
the public sector, Oman’s largest employ-
er of its 2.2 million nationals, have seen
rapid growth lately, growing by a com-
pounded annual rate of 13% for the past
four years and accounting for more than
50% of current expenditures.

Investment spending was down 6.8%
in 1H15 mainly due to a drop in oil pro-
duction expenditure as the low oil price
environment may have streamlined
some projects. Future investment behav-
ior may weaken but is expected to
remain accommodative, with the need
for government led diversification high-
lighted by deflated energy prices. As of
3Q15, OMR 2.7 billion worth of projects
have been awarded in Oman compared
to OMR 3.7 for the same period last year. 

Oman is well equipped to handle the
strain on its budget and is easily capable
of financing its current and investment
needs. The Central Bank of Oman has
already tapped debt markets for OMR
500 million, taking advantage of Oman’s
low debt levels and healthy credit rating.
A sovereign sukuk, Oman’s first, is sched-
uled for October. The CBO plans to bor-
row OMR 600 million this year, if not
more, on behalf of the treasury, in addi-
tion to drawing on reserves and utilizing
donor grants. The government may also
take other steps to ease the burden on its
purse. Oman cut natural gas subsidies to
some industrial producers earlier this
year. Further subsidy cuts are also being
considered with the focus on consumer
goods and energy. Preliminary figures
show subsidies down 33% in 1H15 year-
on-year. The government is also looking
to privatize some public sector compa-
nies in the oil sector, while the GCC as a
whole is mulling alternative taxation
schemes.

Currency to remain pegged to USD
Following the rise of the US dollar

and persistence of low oil prices, specula-
tive talk of Oman abandoning its peg to
the US dollar has surfaced as an alterna-
tive for fiscal relief. We believe that such
an occurrence is unlikely. Floating the
currency will invite external volatility,
erasing the prevalent steady monetary
environment and exposing the economy
to increased sensitivity to future global
economic downturns and commodity
price swings. The energy dominated
import bill, driven by a rapidly growing

domestic demand, will also grow, put-
ting further pressure on expenditures,
notably subsidies, at a time when discre-
tionary spending is warranted. Finally,
the non-oil sector, which may benefit
from an increase in domestic demand, is
still nascent and may be inadequately
prepared to comprehensively offer
domestic substitutes for imports.

Oil production picks up, nearing tar-
get To offset the drop in oil prices, the
government of Oman has ramped up oil
production, pushing its output to record
levels. Given this pick-up, we have
revised our oil sector growth expecta-
tions upwards to 3.1% for 2015 and 1%
for 2016.

As of September 2015, oil output has

averaged 978,000 barrels per day, 2,000
barrels short of the production target set
earlier this year. July also saw Oman top
its monthly crude oil production at a
record average of 1 million barrels per
day, an extraction rate it hopes to main-
tain in the short term. Petroleum
Development Oman, the state’s largest
producer, is expected to shoulder the
bulk of the production growth. However,
a long term lull in oil prices may hinder
such efforts, since complex geology and
aging wells have seen Oman’s extraction
costs require constant investment to
remain low. For now, producers’ break
even prices remain profitable, ranging
between $7 and $12 per barrel.

Gas production has also been picking
up. During the past nine months, output
averaged 109 million cubic meters per

day (mcm/d), up 5.5% from a year ago as
domestic demand continues to strongly
grow. In fact, some gas export commit-
ments had to be rescheduled to quell
domestic pressures. Gas exports are
nearly all committed to Japan and South
Korea. Supply should see a boost once
the BP Khazan tight gas project comes
into operation in 2017. A gas pipeline
with Iran will also help meet the growing
domestic demand, with imports set to
flow in 2018. Meanwhile, talks of jointly
developing oil and gas fields with Iran
are underway.

Banking system healthy 
Low oil prices have had a mild impact

on Oman’s banking system. Private credit

growth remains resilient maintaining a
healthy growth of 10.3% over the first
eight months of 2015. Meanwhile, gov-
ernment deposits continued to see
weakening growth following the tumble
in oil prices. Government deposits
account for 30% of total deposits. 

According to the CBO’s latest financial
stability report (May 2015), credit risk
remains low in Oman with nonperform-
ing loans (NPL) at 1.9% of gross loans and
a coverage ratio (provisions to NPL) of
72% as of the end of 2014. Capitalization
was high as well with a tier-1 capital ratio
of 13%, making Oman’s financial sector
well prepared for any unlikely slowdown.

Lower global inflation 
Oman’s consumer prices have been

subdued by declining global food and
energy prices leading us to revise our
inflation expectations downwards to
0.5% for 2015 and 2.0% for 2016. At -
0.1% y/y, September’s reading would
mark the third time in 2015 the sul-
tanate’s consumer price index has
slipped into deflation. The index has
been pressured by reduced food and
clothing prices and nearly flat transporta-
tion prices. Meanwhile, mild inflation was
witnessed in housing, utilities, and fur-
nishing prices which has benefited from
strong growth in Oman’s real estate mar-
ket, which in turn has been driven by
rapid population growth. Price growth is
expected to remain modest, pressured
by global factors but will be supported
by domestic forces as real estate demand
remains solid and subsidy reforms are
implemented.  

The stock market remains vulnerable
to external shocks

Omani stocks continue to be heavily
affected by the decline in global oil prices
along with equities across the GCC. The
perceived slowdown of the Chinese econ-
omy, Oman’s largest energy importer,
affected investor confidence, as did con-
cerns about the sustainability of the gov-
ernment’s fiscal situation. As of the end of
September, the MSM30 has declined by
8.7% year-to-date, with the bulk of the
drop occurring in August. The stock mar-
ket has yet to recover. The IPO of Phoenix
Power in June, Oman’s largest power plant
in operation, barely catalyzed positive
sentiment before China rattled interna-
tional markets. Oman’s regular market cap
stood at OMR 7.7 billion in September,
down from OMR 8.5 billion in July.

SHANGHAI: China is considering relaxing limits
to allow individuals to invest overseas in stocks
and property, the central bank said, which would
potentially unleash a flood of money if the gov-
ernment loosens strict capital controls.

The country keeps a tight grip on outflows of
funds due to worries capital flight could disrupt
the economy and weaken its control.

The People’s Bank of China said it was studying
letting “qualified” individuals invest abroad in
industry, property and financial products through
the Shanghai Free Trade Zone, according to a
statement released Friday. “These policy initiatives
are another important step toward complete cap-
ital account liberalisation,” Zhou Hao, a senior
economist at Commerzbank in Singapore, was
quoted by Bloomberg News as saying.

China’s premier free trade zone in the com-
mercial hub Shanghai was set up in 2013 with the
promise of a range of financial reforms, but for-
eign investors especially have expressed disap-
pointment over the pace of change.

Chinese citizens are now only allowed to con-
vert the equivalent of $50,000 from the domestic
yuan currency under an annual quota, state
media said, which creates a limit on overseas
investment though many evade the barrier.

Individuals are allowed to legally invest in
stocks in Hong Kong, a special administrative
region of China, through a special link with
accounts on the Shanghai stock exchange.

The central bank announcement, which gave
no timetable for the move, followed a top-level
Communist Party meeting which discussed the
country’s development plans for the next five
years. China also wants the yuan to join the
International Monetary Fund’s “special drawing
rights” basket of currencies and is pursuing
reforms to help gain the coveted status. In
August, the central bank suddenly devalued the
yuan, allowing it to lose nearly five percent of its
value over a week, in a move which raised alarm
over the state of the world’s second largest econ-
omy. — AFP

China to allow individuals 
to invest more abroad

KUWAIT: Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE)
ended October with mixed performance.
The Price Index closed at 5,775.36 points,
up by 0.86% compared to the closings of
the month before, the Weighted Index
decreased by 0.01% after closing at 388.37
points, whereas the KSX-15 Index closed at
924.30 points decreasing by 1.15%.
Furthermore, last month’s average turnover
decreased by 6.78%, compared to the pre-
ceding month, reaching K.D 12.13 million,
whereas trading volume average was 148
million shares, recording increase of 1.44%.

The stock market indicators witnessed a
mixed performance at closings, whereas
the Price Index was able to increase as a
result to the purchasing trend that included
many small-cap stocks in particular, in addi-
tion to the speculative operations that
included many of the same stocks too.  On
the contrary, and despite the random pur-
chasing operations that included some
large-cap stocks during few session, espe-
cially in the Banks section; the profit collec-
tion operations that were present also were
able to push the Weighted and KSX-15
indices to end the monthly trading activity
in the red zone.  Also the positive results
disclosed by some companies and banks
for the third period of the current month
contributed to improving the traders’
mode, which positively affected the three
market indicators at sometimes.

In addition, and despite the negative
start that market initiated October trading
with, where the three indicators witnessed
a noticeable decline in the early sessions of
the month affected by the selling pressures
and dropped liquidity levels; the market
was able to resist the selling pressures
thereafter and was able to compensate its
losses supported by the purchasing powers
that concentrated on the companies’ stocks
of good fiscal results, in addition to the
speculative operations that were present
during the month, before the profit collec-
tion operations that came in the last week

of the month to limit the Price Index’s gains,
and push the rest of the indices to the
monthly losses zone.

The market cap reached by the end of

October KD 25.76 billion, declining by
0.14% compared to its level in September,
where it reached K.D. 25.79 billion then.  On
an annual level, the market cap for the list-

ed companies in KSE lost 7.94% of its value
at end of 2014, where it reached then KD
27.98 billion.

For the annual performance, the price
index ended last month recording 11.63%
annual loss compared to its closing in 2014,
while the weighted index decreased by
11.51%, and the KSX-15 recorded 12.80%
loss.

Sectors’ Indices
Eight of KSE’s sectors ended last month

in the green zone, while the other four
recorded declines. Last month’s highest
gainer was the Real Estate sector, achieving
4.66% growth rate as its index closed at
968.58 points. Whereas, in the second
place, the Consumer Goods sector’s index
closed at 1,100.40 points recording 3.31%
increase. The Industrial sector came in third
as its index achieved 1.26% growth, ending
the month at 1,079.42 points. 

On the other hand, the Insurance sector
headed the losers list as its index declined
by 5.35% to end the month’s activity at

1,054.13 points. The Consumer Services
sector was second on the losers’ list, which
index declined by 3.16%, closing at 993.71
points, followed by the Oil & Gas sector, as
its index closed at 781.81 points at a loss of
2.72%.

Sectors’ Activity
The Real Estate sector dominated total

trade volume during last month with
987.91 million shares changing hands, rep-
resenting 35.13% of the total market trad-
ing volume. The Financial Services sector
was second in terms of trading volume as
the sector’s traded shares were 24.54% of
last month’s total trading volume, with a
total of 689.94 million shares.

On the other hand, the Banks sector’s
stocks where the highest traded in terms of
value; with a turnover of KD 69.86 million or
30.32% of last month’s total market trading
value. The Real Estate sector took the sec-
ond place as the sector’s last month
turnover of KD 41.50 million represented
18.01% of the total market trading value.

Kuwait Stock Exchange ends month with mixed performance 

Oman: Fiscal deficit to overshoot 
budget, growth remains healthy

KUWAIT: Ahli United Bank held its weekly
draw of Al Hassad Islamic Saving program on
October 21. This program offers the biggest
prize amount to the largest number of win-
ners. The prize program succeeded in becom-
ing the first and only prize account in Kuwait
compliant with the Islamic Shari’a principles.
The program has been developed to fulfil the
needs of the Bank customers and increase
their opportunities in winning sizeable and
attractive prizes in addition to enjoying the
latest banking advantages that Ahli United
Bank provides.

On this occasion, the bank issued the fol-
lowing press release: Al Hassad Islamic Saving
program offers the highest amounts of prizes
which amount to KD 3.4 Million per year. This
Program also offers 26 weekly prizes, with the
highest number of weekly winners. The
Islamic Hassad Saving Account may be
opened by the lowest amount to open an
account, which is KD 100. The winner of the
weekly grand prize in the amount of KD
25,000/- is: Jamal Ali Attallah.

The winners of the KD 1,000 prize each:
Raqayya Sadiq Abbas, Merzajan Sha
Mahmod, Ahmad Abdul Hakeem, Latifah A A
Alduweesh, Yahya Hassan Alnagar, Shammaa
Majed Alzeyadi, Salmaa Ali Alomar, Razi

Aldien Qureshi, Ghadeer Ahmad Mubarak,
Ibrahim Adeeb Ibrahim,  Husni Mohd Medhat,
Salem Mohammad Alajami, Naeema Ali
Alshatti, Falah Ghazi AlMutairi, Shereef Aslam
Mosharaf, A Mohsin  Mirza Hussain, Nair
Rajendran,  Ahmed Mounir Hassan, A.Razzaq
A.Rahman,  Ali Abdulla Khatem, Mohd Nasser
Abdulla, Ahmed Ali Yaqoob,  Alison Elizabeth
Geoffrey, Mohammed Yousif A. Rahman,
Mohammed Shawki.

The Prize program of “Al Hassad Islamic
Saving” from Ahli United Bank offers a weekly
grand prize worth KD 25,000/-in addition to
25 weekly prizes worth a total of KD 25,000
distributed to 25 prizes, KD 1,000 for each
winner. In addition, prizes of Al Hassad Islamic
saving program from Ahli United Bank offer 4
quarterly grand prizes announced in quarter-
ly draws. Each is a “Salary for Life” prize which
is worth KD 25,000/-. 

In general, Ahli United Bank continues to
offer innovative tools and means to meet the
needs of its customers to match the Bank’s
long history of distinctive services which
extend over 73 years during which the Bank
managed to take the lead among local banks.

For further information about “Al Hassad
Islamic Saving” account, customers may call at
any Ahli United Bank branch.

Ahli United Bank 
announces winners 
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ATLANTA:  In this June 6, 2015, file photo, a customer, bottom, pays for goods while
shopping at the Atlanta Farmers Market in Atlanta. The Commerce Department
issues the first of three estimates of how the US economy performed in the July-
September quarter. — AP


